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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present results from a study of collocated
group console gaming. We focus, in particular, on
observed gaming practices that emphasized the individual
gamer within a gaming group as well as practices that
emphasized the gaming group as a whole. We relate each of
these practices, where possible, to specific elements of the
game design, including game mechanics, interaction design,
and special effects design. We argue that the classic
distinction between competitive and cooperative modes of
gameplay does not transfer to fully account for the
interpersonal dynamics of collocated gaming groups.
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INTRODUCTION

It is an all-too-common reality in Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work that not all “cooperative” systems are
used in cooperative contexts [13]. Some CSCW systems are
used in contentious contexts or even competitive contexts.
This reality may never be more poignantly borne out than in
the context of gaming. Most games have been, after all,
fundamentally competitive in nature. Relatively recently,
however, there has been an increase in the prevalence of
both board- and video- games featuring cooperative or
collaborative modes of gameplay [28].
But while the mechanics of a particular game or mode of
gameplay have classically lent themselves to a sort of
binary categorization—competitive or cooperative—the
tenor of interactions surrounding gameplay may not always
be so clear cut. The producer of one cooperative game,
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Legend of Zelda: Four Swords Adventures, acknowledged
that “although it’s a game that four players have to
cooperate to solve puzzles, when you play it… you actually
end up competing a lot more in that game than you do
cooperating” [16]. Somewhat conversely, research has also
found that competitive games sometimes have a less
competitive tenor when playing in groups with diverse
expertise levels [25].
Most studies of computer-supported cooperative gaming
have explored the nature of sociality in games and the game
mechanics designed to support it—from massively
multiplayer online games [7, 8, 17] to console games [25]
to handheld games [22]. Much less is known about the
dynamics and practices within groups that result from the
sociality of games. Sociality in games could be a great asset
for groups, helping to foster a sense of cohesiveness and
interdependence among group members. But social
interactions could also contribute to the deterioration of
groups, if individuals were to look out for only their own
self-interests.
In this paper, we examine the gaming practices of twelve
groups of gamers. We describe our study, its method and
participants, and present the results of our analysis,
distilling from the data the various practices that served to
emphasize the group and those practices that emphasized
the individual. Where possible, we relate each of these
practices to specific elements of the console game design,
including game mechanics, interaction design, and special
effects design.
COMPETITION, COOPERATION AND COLLABORATION
IN GAMING

Traditionally, games have been classified into one of two
categories: competitive or cooperative. Competitive games
“require players to form strategies that directly oppose the
other players in the game” [28]. Individual gamers must
look out for their own self-interests in order to be successful
in the game. In a cooperative game, players’ goals are not
necessarily in direct opposition; but neither are their goals
completely aligned [28]. In cooperative games, some value
may be obtained from gamers working with one another;
but because their goals may be different, not all players are
guaranteed to benefit. More recently, a third category of
gameplay has also been recognized: collaborative gameplay
[28]. In collaborative games, players share common goals

and outcomes. All gamers either win or lose together. In
this case, looking out for group interests instead of
individual interests provides the greatest benefit to players.
Instead of considering the landscape of games as being
crafted out of some number of distinct modes of gameplay,
as traditionally may have been the case, we adopt the view
of Zagal et al., who consider a spectrum of modes of
gameplay that ranges from competitive games, which
reward individual-oriented strategies to collaborative
games, which reward group-oriented strategies [28].
Cooperative games exist on the spectrum between
competitive and collaborative games, where gamers are
rewarded for group-oriented strategies only when it is in
their own self-interest.
Within the CSCW community, the words competitive,
cooperative, and collaborative are frequently used in a
broader sense in order to convey larger patterns of coengagement in sociotechnical systems. Nardi and Harris,
for example, describe a more synergistic relationship
between competition and collaboration in gaming:
Even when players are competing, the object of having
fun by playing the game is a form of collaboration;
players could not compete if there were no one to play
with. As in any game or sport, the larger field of
collaboration is constituted by engaging in the game [17].

We share the view that a larger field of co-engagement is,
indeed, constituted within the gaming activity. In this paper,
however, we reserve our use of the words competitive,
cooperative, and collaborative for describing game
mechanics and modes of gameplay. We characterize
gaming practices on a spectrum, as being more individualoriented or more group-oriented, in an effort to try to
disentangle the mechanics of game design from the
practices of gaming groups.
Research studies of various genres of gaming and gaming
platforms have provided glimpses across these continua of
competitive-to-collaborative modes of gameplay as well as
individual-to-group oriented gaming practices.
In their study of handheld gaming platforms, Szentgyorgyi
et al. found that competitive modes of gameplay were a
“strong motivator” for gamers [22]. In collocated contexts,
their participants also valued the opportunity to engage in
individual-oriented practices of trash talking other gamers.
A number of researchers have observed practices
surrounding children’s use of computer and console games.
Ito conducted observations of group gaming in a computer
clubhouse and identified individual-oriented practices
constituted around a game’s special effects [14]. She found
that children who maintained control of a game’s input
device developed a self-centered infatuation with special
effects, frequently at the expense of others in the group.
Stevens et al. conducted a study of the ways that children
constructed their own learning environments around
console games. They observed instances in which children
adopted group-oriented behaviors such as two gamers

helping each other perfect the sequence of actions required
to get their characters up a cliff [21].
Ducheneaut et al.’s study of the massively multiplayer
online game Star Wars Galaxy highlighted a number of
collaborative game mechanics including interdependencies
among character professions and combat designed to be too
difficult to undertake alone [7].
A number of researchers have studied the massively
multiplayer online game World of Warcraft, which has
some of the same collaborative game mechanics as Star
Wars Galaxy. But with World of Warcraft, researchers have
also identified a number of group- and individual- oriented
gaming practices. Nardi and Harris found that small acts of
kindness or assistance were routinely offered by virtual
strangers and that other emergent group-oriented practices
such as slumber parties and conga lines added an additional
air of fun to the game [17]. These researchers also
identified a number of individual-oriented practices such as
ganking, “tak[ing] advantage of [a player’s] weakened state
for an easy kill,” and corpse camping, “remaining by [a]
corpse and killing the player after he resurrects and is in a
weakened condition” [17]. Ducheneaut et al. have added
additional nuance to our understanding of the continua of
game mechanics in World of Warcraft through their
analysis of grouping patterns [8]. They found that the
prevalence of cooperative game mechanics, notably combat
designed to be too difficult to undertake alone, increased
toward the end of the game and suggested that this may
help to foster more individual-oriented practices at the
outset of the game and more group-oriented practices as a
player approaches the endgame.
More research has been conducted to understand massively
multiplayer online games than many other current game
genres or platforms and, as a result, our understanding of
the complexities of the game mechanics and gaming
practices is somewhat more nuanced. The cooperative
nature of the game seems to foster a range of practices in
which gamers act on behalf of both individual and group
goals.
In this research, we endeavor to contribute an analysis of
these same phenomena within the domain of console
gaming.
In particular, we hope to derive a richer
understanding of the breadth of individual- and grouporiented practices present in console gaming and to tease
out the types of game mechanics and design decisions with
which these practices correlate.
METHOD

We conducted a study of collocated group console gaming,
recruiting 12 groups of participants who gathered regularly
to play console video games. Participants engaged in four
research activities:
1. Questionnaire. Participants completed a questionnaire
that asked about their previous experiences with various
game genres and platforms. Participants also reported
basic demographic information such as sex and age.

2. Group gameplay. Participants gathered in groups of
friends or family who regularly get together to play
games. These existing groups played the game or games
that they typically play for anywhere between thirty
minutes and two hours (an hour and fifteen minutes, on
average). We observed groups play a variety of games
on a variety of gaming platforms. Descriptions of the
gaming groups as well as the games that were observed
are reported in Table 1.
3. Gaming environment sketch. Participants sketched
their ideal group gaming environment, after the
sketching task suggested by Sall and Grinter [20].
4. Focus group. Individuals participated in a semistructured focus group with other members of their
gaming group. The focus group protocol included
questions about the gaming environment sketches,
motivations for getting together to play games, and
gameplay preferences when gaming in various contexts.
We carried out our study in whatever setting the groups
typically gathered to play games; all groups gathered in
residential settings—family rooms, recreational basements,
or the shared common areas of retirement communities.
Previous research has presented results of an analysis of the
focus group data, characterizing the social motivations for
gaming in groups and the significant diversity that exists
within gaming group [25]. This previous work focused, in
particular, on unpacking participants’ preferences
surrounding gaming that, to a large degree, were influenced
by the diversity within gaming groups.
In this paper, we have focused our analysis on data captured
during the group gameplay—both fieldnotes and video—
and have drawn from the focus group data where it serves
to clarify our analysis of the gameplay data. We transcribed
each video recording and merged these transcripts with our
fieldnotes. Merging these two sources of data helped us
create a more complete end-to-end record of gameplay. In
some cases, our fieldnotes provided the sole record of
conversation during short periods of gameplay in which the
audio from the games drowned out the verbal interactions
among participants in the video recording.
We conducted a grounded theory analysis of our data,
inductively generating concepts grounded in the data such
as “self-sacrifice” and “trash talk” [4]. We iteratively
refined these concepts while characterizing relationships
among them and identifying a number of higher-level
themes in the data. Through our analysis, we identified a
variety of ways that participants’ interactions emphasized
the gaming group as a whole or the individual gamer.
Participants

For this study, we recruited 12 groups, including 36
individuals, who gathered regularly to play console video
games. We recruited participants in the context of both
inter– and intra– generational gaming groups: three groups
of all youth participants, three groups of all adult
participants, two groups of all elder participants, and four

groups whose participants spanned multiple generations
(Table 1). Youth participants ranged in age from 3 to 15;
adult participants, from age 26 to 41; mature adult
participants, from age 52 to 59; and elder participants, from
age 68 to 84.
Although we specifically contacted retirement communities
to recruit groups of elder participants, all other groups were
recruited via snowball sampling. We did not turn away any
groups; the diversity of participants in our study was a
naturally-occurring result of the snowball sampling.
In all but three cases, every member of the gaming group
present on the day of the observation participated in the full
research design. Participants in Group F were joined briefly
in their gameplay by a housemate who was just passing
through. Participants in Groups G and H were a subset of
larger gaming groups that fluctuated in membership from 7
to 28 individuals. While a researcher observed the
gameplay of the entire group, the activity coordinator at the
retirement community recommended individuals to
participate in the remainder of the study based on their
health and the schedule of other activities.
In this paper, we refer to our study participants and
individuals with whom they play games as “gamers.” We
have explicitly chosen not to perpetuate other cultural
definitions of “gamer” that legitimize only certain kinds of
gameplay (see also [6]).
In the following sections, we present the results of our
analysis, unpacking the various practices that emphasized
the group as well as those that emphasized the individual.
We also identify two “pivot points” at which group- and
individual-oriented practices most commonly intersected.
EMPHASIZING THE GROUP

We observed a number of practices that emphasized the
gaming group as a whole. As one might expect, we did
observe group-oriented practices during cooperative and
collaborative modes of gameplay. But we also observed
group-oriented practices during competitive modes of
gameplay, as well.
Constructing Shared Awareness

Participants used conversation during gameplay to construct
a shared awareness of game state, each others’ activities
within the game, and their engagement with the game more
broadly.
Gamers helped each other keep tabs on various game states
that would influence gameplay. During collaborative
gameplay in Lego Star Wars, for example, group members
used conversation to help each other keep track of how
much time was left in challenges: “We’ve got five
minutes…” (P10). During competitive gameplay in Wii
Sports: Golf, group members helped each other keep track
of the direction of the wind and used that information to
make suggestions about the force and direction with which
other players should drive the golf ball (Group B).

Gaming
Group
Group A
Siblings & their Cousin
Group B
Friends
Group C
Siblings
Group D
Couple

Participant Demographics
Adults
Mature Adults
Female
Male
Female
Male

Youth
Female
Male

Elders
Female
Male

P1–P3

Wii

P4–P6

Wii

P7, P8

Group J
Child & his Parents
Group K
Couple &
her Mother
Group L
Siblings, their Parents,
Uncle & Grandparents

Games
Observed
Super Smash Bros Brawl
Mario Kart Wii
Wii Sports—Tennis
Wii Sports—Golf

Gamecube Paper Mario
P9

Group E
Friends
Group F
Couple
Group G
Residents of a Retirement
Community
Group H
Residents of a Retirement
Community
Group I
Child & his Parents

Platform
Observed

P10

Wii

Grand Theft Auto IV
Xbox360 Burnout Paradise
Halo 3
Guitar Hero III
Xbox360
Rock Band

P11, P12
P13

P14
P15–P17

Wii

Wii Sports—Bowling

P18–P20

Wii

Wii Sports—Bowling
Boom Blox
American Idol (Karaoke)
Wii Sports—Tennis
Wii Sports—Bowling
Dance Dance Revolution
Hottest Party
Rock Band

P21

P22

P23

Wii
PS2

P24

P25

P26

Wii

P27

P28

P29

P32

P33, P34

P35

P30, P31

Lego Star Wars

P36

PS3

Rock Band

Wii

Wii Sports—Tennis
Wii Sports—Baseball
Wii Sports—Golf

Table 1. Overview of participant population.

Gamers also constructed shared awareness by alerting each
other to their activities within the game. Some of this
conversation focused on conveying the spatial location of
players and was particularly prevalent in first person
shooters: “Still behind you… on the right hand side of the
rocks.” (P11). Similar conversations helped to convey an
awareness of who was doing what, particularly who was
fighting or covering which opponent (Group A).
A final form of shared awareness was focused around
others’ engagement with the game. Gamers checked in
with other gamers; they kept a finger on the pulse of others’
engagement with the game:
P27: How’d you do over there?
P29: Ehhh…

This form of shared awareness was most commonly
solicited by more expert gamers of more novice gamers in
gaming groups. In some instances, this awareness
information was used to help players gauge whether the
difficulty of the game was appropriate to the skill level of
the gamers in the group and it sometimes led into
discussions about whether it was time to switch games or to
switch roles in the games. In addition, this form of shared
awareness was usually sought repeatedly over the course of
a gaming session, keeping track of how players’
engagement with the game was changing over time:

P27: How’d it go, lady?
P29: I’m finally getting it.

There were a number of game design elements that were
associated with conversation in which groups constructed
shared awareness. Gamers constructed shared awareness in
games in which multiple factors all had to be accounted for
simultaneously. In Wii Sports: Golf, for example, the active
golfer had to account for the direction of the hole, the slope
of the green, the direction and force of the wind, as well as
the power of the golf stroke. Here, each element of the
game state was depicted by a different interface design
component (e.g., a color-coded arrow indicating the
direction and strength of the wind or an overview map
displaying the layout of the hole, the current lie and the
direction of aim). The physical interaction required of the
active golfer specified only the power of the golf stroke.
While most of the factors that would affect gameplay
remained static over the course of a turn and could have
been accounted for before undertaking the physical
interaction, our observations indicated that the active golfer
remained so engaged with his primary physical interaction
task that other gamers jumped in to help provide shared
awareness of the other factors.
Other conversation in which group members constructed
shared awareness, particularly shared awareness with
respect to others’ activities and spatial locations, arose

primarily in contexts in which group members had different
views of the gaming environment (e.g., split screen modes).
These conversations were carried out not just in
collaborative games but also in competitive games such as
Mario Kart, in which shared awareness would benefit
players unevenly, giving a strategic advantage to a player
who is ahead in a race but who cannot see how far his
competitor is behind him.
Finally, conversation focused around constructing an
awareness of others’ engagement with the game occurred
primarily during breaks in gameplay, after completing a
level or a song, for example.

location within the game: the next hole in Wii Sports Golf,
the next level in Lego Star Wars or a particular bridge in
Grand Theft Auto. The longer stories occurred during cut
scenes in the game. Each hole in Wii Sports: Golf was
introduced with an aerial survey of the hole. Each new level
in Lego Star Wars was preceded with a brief glimpse of the
location and a narrative trailer. Because these game
elements did not require input from gamers, there was time
for the group to reflect on and tell stories about previous
experiences. Because these game elements provided an
overview of a new location, they also seemed to provide
enough context to trigger memories among gamers.

Reinforcing Shared History

Sharing in Success and Failure

In several groups, gamers reminisced about previous times
that they had played the game together. It was common for
more than one player to contribute to these stories,
reinforcing the shared history of the gaming group:
P5: Remember that time that you, like, just got mad and
gave up trying…
P4: (Laughing)
Shot it back and forth for like half an hour?
P6: Yeah, that sucked!

Sometimes, the groups’ shared history was reconstructed
for the pragmatic purpose of remembering what challenges
had been done before and collectively strategizing about
how to take on these challenges at present:
P10: Have we done this one before?
P9: Yeah… this is Darth Vader chasing us around…
P5: Ah, it’s the [hole] where you go to that thing.
P4: So we have to get to the secret spot.
P6: Yes. You have to hit three to get to there.

In one instance, a gamer reminisced about a time when he
was at the exact same location in the game with another
gaming partner. The reminiscing occurred in a similar
context to that in previous examples and the story followed
in content and tone to the stories shared within other
groups:
P11: I was driving with my brother… and we stopped on
the bridge right here where it slants down because
our car was just about to explode. And he got out
because I got out. And he said, “blah blah blah,”
saying all this stuff and all of a sudden the car just
flew over and nailed him right in front of me… and
we had to restart the mission because he was dead.
It was really awesome!

In this instance, however, the story being shared was not
about the shared history among members of a gaming group
present in the room. The history extended to other gaming
partners. It may be, then, that gaming groups exist in a
larger sense, transcending the specific individuals present at
a particular point in time or, perhaps, that individuals also
share stories to invite others into a larger shared history.
Most interactions in which groups reinforced a shared
history corresponded to moments of arrival at a particular

Gaming groups shared in both their successes and failures,
offering each other encouragement, reassurance,
compliments, and high fives:
P32:
P31:

Oh, you are tied. You’ve both won two games.
High five!
(Holding his hand up in the air with the
Wiimote dangling around his wrist, he reaches
to give his brother a high five.)
P30:
(Mirroring his brother’s hand posture, with the
Wiimote dangling around his wrist, he reaches
to give his brother a high five but misses. The
Wiimotes swing back and forth wildly from
their wrists.)
P30-32: (Laughing)

Gaming groups celebrated together even when they were
competing against each other. In both retirement
communities, competitive games were played against a
continual backdrop of encouragement from competitors and
audience members, alike. This encouraging patter was so
rich with detail about the gameplay, one could follow the
game without watching the television screen at all. In one
instance, the patter of communal celebration enabled
gamers, who may not otherwise have been able, to
participate. One participant needed some extra
encouragement to play in the first place because of vision
impairment: “I’ll try but my eyesight’s not that good…”
(P19). The rest of the gaming group agreed that her
eyesight would not pose any problem at all. They advised
her to just roll the ball straight ahead and they’d let her
know how it played out.
We observed a number of instances in which groups shared
in failure, as well, accepting responsibility as a group
instead of pointing a proverbial finger at any one gamer.
P24:
P25:
P24:
P25:
P24:
P25:

We’re going down!
Who is?
We are...
Going where?
…as a band.
Oh dear!

We also observed a number of instances in which gaming
groups worked to create an environment in which it was
more socially acceptable to fail, for example by
constructing shared excuses for poor scores: “Oh boy,

we’re rusty, aren’t we? We haven’t played in a while”
(P17).
Although we did not observe a correlation between any
particular elements of game design and practices related to
shared success and failure, we did note that these practices
were more prevalent in intragenerational groups of elder
gamers and in intergenerational gaming groups. These
kinds of practices may require more social maturity than
some youth or even adults may possess. In addition, these
kinds of practices may also be fostered by intergenerational
contexts in which adults may be trying to be more
intentional about being a positive role model for youth
gamers.
There was, in general, some correlation between the audio
commentary of games such as Wii Sports and the
commentary of gamers (often mimicking words or phrases
from the game’s commentary). The commentary of the
game, however, typically focused on individual
performance (e.g., “Nice Spare”) and not whole group
performance.
Engaging in Interdependence and Self-Sacrifice

Some of the most striking group-oriented practices we
observed involved practices in which individual gamers
sacrificed their own interests for the sake of the group. Part
of what made these practices so striking was the lack of
conversation surrounding them during the gameplay. If an
act of self-sacrifice was requested during a game, that
action was carried out without comment:
P10: I’m not going to be able to get over there.
P9: Then drop out.

And a gamer would sacrifice their character or their
opportunity to play so that a teammate could continue on in
the game. In other cases, the act of self-sacrifice was never
explicitly requested; instead, the game (e.g., Rock Band)
notified the group when a player had “failed” and others
stepped up when they could, sacrificing their own power
levels to bring a teammate back to life.
Because there was so little discussion about these practices
during gameplay, we asked participants to explain what was
going on during the focus group. Gamers playing Lego Star
Wars viewed these interdependent practices as emblematic
of how coordinated their play had become, the result of
extensive experience playing with each other:
P10: There are certain points where you do something
and if the other person is way far behind…
P9: And, like, the things that we’re doing were timed
too.
P10: Yes. So you have to go quickly.
P9: …but if you can’t find the guy that can’t jump high
enough or can’t fly—
P10: Drop out!
P9: Drop out. And the other guy will continue on a bit.
P10: ...it’s amazing how coordinated we’ve become
actually in that. “Okay drop out now!” There’s not

even a question. “Okay, do it.” Out the person goes
and then, bink, you’re back in when it’s safe again.

While self-sacrifice sometimes meant only temporarily
dropping out of the game, in other cases, self-sacrifice had
greater long-term impact on a player’s individual character.
P13: If you get enough star power, you can bring [a
failed team member] back.
P14: You have to kind of plan ahead. If you know it's
going to be a hard song… and you know that
maybe one of your friends is not going to make it,
you're actually probably not going to use it.
P13: Store it.
P14: You're going to store it for, to save them, rather
than to try to… boost your own life gauge.
P13: I think when you die, too, in Rock Band… you will
bring the rest of the team down…. You do a death
spiral.

The game mechanics of Rock Band made interdependence a
central facet of gameplay. If one individual failed, the other
team members suffered consequences, as well—they were
more likely to fail, themselves. Technically speaking, a
team could complete a song without all individual players
finishing, but it was much more difficult to do so after
someone had failed, providing an explicit incentive to “save
them,” looking out for the interests of the group instead of
an individual gamer.
As in Rock Band, a level in Lego Star Wars could be
successfully completed as long as one team member
completed it. Not all players had to be present in order to
win the game. This design decision gave gamers a certain
amount of latitude to sacrifice themselves or to drop out of
the game if it were in the best interest of the group as a
whole. Interestingly, the game mechanisms fostering
interdependence in Lego Star Wars were not as explicit as
those in Rock Band so although our participants were proud
of the interdependence and trust that were bound up in their
gaming practices, they also believed that what they were
doing was, to a certain extent, “cheating” and “taking
advantage of the behavior of the game’s AI” (P10).
EMPHASIZING THE INDIVIDUAL

We observed a number of practices that emphasized the
individual gamer. As one might expect, we did observe
individual-oriented practices during competitive and
cooperative modes of gameplay. But we also observed
individual-oriented practices during collaborative modes of
gameplay, as well.
Talking Trash

In several gaming groups, we observed individual-oriented
conversational interactions involving trash talk. Trash talk
often involves general insults and put downs [11]; we
observed a number of these general insults in our data (e.g.,
“Oh, you suck!” or “Pressure too much for you?”).
One core characteristic of trash talk is that it emphasizes
and fosters hierarchical distinctions between individuals
[11]. In gaming groups, we observed interactions in which

individuals were vying to establish their place in the
hierarchy:
P2: I’m in first!
P3: Not for long!

Finally, trash talk is often employed so that individuals can
stake claim to their turf [11]. We observed a number of
instances in which gamers attempted to stake claim over a
particular input device, planting themselves firmly on top of
the Dance, Dance Revolution floormat, for example, so as
not to relinquish their turn. We also observed trash talking
turf wars as gamers tried to stake claim to more or less
desirable input devices in Guitar Hero:
P26: How about I do drums?
P24: Fine, then I’ll do guitar.
P25: No, I’m doing guitar.
P24: I’m gonna do guitar.
P25: No way, I’m doing guitar.
P24: First one to touch it…

While it was difficult to identify correlations between
general insult talk and specific features of the games, we
did observe a correlation between trash talk reflecting turf
wars and the presence of physical input devices in the
gaming environment. This correlation was particularly
prominent in situations in which the group perceived
different degrees of desirability for different input devices.
Falling Prey to the Computer’s Holding Power

Turkle talks of the computer’s “holding power,” a
“seduction” between the human and the machine [24]. Ito,
in her study of gaming practices in a computer clubhouse
observed instances in which interactive special effects (e.g.,
the “squishing sound” and “bloody smudge” that result
when a fly is crushed in the pages of a restaurant menu in
DinoPark Tycoon) enabled a kind of computer holding
power [14]. Ito’s analysis found that “the interactive
special effect is somewhat antisocial, relying on a tight
interactional coupling with human and machine, often at the
expense of other interlocutors” [14].
In our study, we observed a number of similar instances in
which a gamer seemed to fall prey to the computer’s
holding power. Each of these instances correlated with
some form of special effects or “Easter eggs” within the
game. One youth gamer, P30, for example, routinely rolled
or hit the various balls of Wii Sports games backwards after
discovering that the spectators in Wii Sports: Bowling could
be startled by releasing a ball backwards into the crowd.
This behavior seemed to disrupt the flow of group
gameplay and was commented on by the adults in the
group. Similarly, two adult gamers took turns crashing cars
in Burnout Paradise, exclaiming “awesome!” every time
the game showed a slow motion crash sequence (Group E).
While both adults seemed to enjoy the spectacle of the car
crashes, the primary form of engagement during those
special effects seemed to be between each individual gamer
and the game and not between the two members of the
gaming group.

PIVOT POINTS: SHIFTING BETWEEN THE GROUP AND
THE INDIVIDUAL

Some phases in console gaming seemed to bring the
distinction between group- and individual-oriented
practices into sharper relief. In particular, we observed a
number of “pivot points,” points in the game in which we
observed a marked shift in orientation, between an
emphasis on the group and an emphasis on the individual or
vice versa.
Negotiating Individual Contributions to the Group

There were a number of points during gameplay at which
group members discussed the contributions of individuals
to the larger group. Here, the emphasis on the group and the
emphasis on the individual seemed to intersect. Sometimes
these interactions occurred explicitly in the middle of a
game:
P3: You’re supposed to be helping; it’s a team sport.

Negotiations about individual contributions to the group
were much more prominent, however, during the
configuration and setup of each new game, when gamers
assigned or reassigned group roles to individual players. In
the following excerpt, one individual’s role in the group
was reassessed following the group’s failure to get a star:
P27:
P29:
P27:
P29:
P27:
P29:
P27:
P29:

Bogus, we didn’t get our first star…
You should play the guitar.
You know, a bass part is what you need.
Should I switch it?
Nah, you’re good.
No I’m not!
Well you could play the bass on it. Yeah…
Cuz’ I’m used to the bass part. Yeah, I think I will.

Individual team members’ strengths and, more prominently,
their weaknesses were taken into consideration in an
attempt to create a more successful team for the next game.
Groups continually assessed and reassessed individuals’
contributions to groups and adjusted individual roles as
gameplay unfolded. In many of these interactions, gamers
often seemed to single out a particular individual in the
adjustment and assignment of roles. But because groups
surfaced these decisions, discussed them, and to a greater or
lesser degree agreed upon them, there also seemed to be
some acknowledgement that the group, as a whole, was
accountable for the decisions that had been made. In the
following example, P13 and P14 agreed upon a particular
set of roles in the game. When one individual “failed” out
and the game ended prematurely, the other individual
voiced an acknowledgement (albeit somewhat resigned)
that it is sometimes the case that the decisions everyone
agrees on do not always pan out:
P14: I think you’re going to have a tough time with the
drums…
P13: Yeah? It’s, like, a somewhat easier song…
P14: No, I think it’s going to be quick and hard.
P13: Well, you’ll just have to save me…
[…]
P13: Oh no! I’m sorry! I’m sorry!

P14: Oh, we were right at the end! Oh well. That
happens.

Finally, we observed a number of instances in which one
individual wanted to play a more significant role in the
gameplay than they had been accorded. These individuals
spoke up repeatedly during gameplay in an attempt to assert
their value to the other members of the gaming group. In
one group gaming context, for example, two sisters played
together but only the elder sister held the game controller.
The younger sister recognized that part of her value as a
peripheral participant was bound up in her ability to
remember details about the game, for example, what
characters had which special abilities:
P7: You want to jump to the other side. You could be
Yoshi.
P8: Whoops! Yeowch! The shark caught me…
P7: If you want to jump there… then you need to use
Yoshi. He can fly for two seconds, can’t he?

Sometimes
the
individual’s
contributions
were
acknowledged and sometimes they were ignored; the age
and maturity of gamers seemed to influence how these
advances were received. Nevertheless, patterns of
individuals trying repeatedly to assert their value to the
larger group continued over the course of gameplay.
Reviewing Scores

We observed a marked shift in conversation at the point in
games when scores were displayed. In many cases, there
was a very explicit shift between singular and plural tenses
in the language used by participants. Most commonly,
participants appropriated a plural tense immediately
following gameplay and focused their discussion on the
group. Once the scores for the game were posted, however,
participants frequently shifted to a singular tense,
refocusing the discussion on an individual:
P24: Yeah! Woohoo!
P25: We did it!
P26: I sucked.
P25: Maybe you shouldn’t quit your job, dear.
P26: I only got fifty-two.

In some cases, as in the example above, the tense shifted to
first person singular with a gamer commenting on personal
performance. In other instances, the tense shifted to second
person singular with a gamer commenting on another
gamer’s performance:
P27: Uh oh! We’ve got to get these last notes or
otherwise we’re not going to get it… We’re gonna
get it… Oh, what happened? We both missed it!
Darn it…
P28: I did horrible on that song.
P27: It’s your fault, then.
(Laughs)
P28: I know it was…. I can’t hit the notes.
P27: Yeah, you only got a ninety-eight, come on y’all.

In only one instance, we observed conversation in which
the display of scores correlated with a shift from a focus on

the individual to a focus on the group. In this instance, one
gamer felt she had done quite poorly and the score helped
her see that, relative to the performance of others, she had
not done quite so poorly, after all:
P27:
P29:
P27:
P29:
P27:

Ahh! That was terrible! Ug! I did so bad.
No, you didn’t…
No, I did; it was really hard…
Ooh, ninety-four!
Mom and me, we tied!

We found the explicit shift in conversational focus
surrounding the display of scores to be quite striking. It is
worth noting that in most of the games we observed, even
in collaborative modes of gameplay in which an entire
gaming group would win or lose together, the screen
displaying scores still presented scores for individual
gamers; sometimes these individual scores were given more
visual prominence than was the shared group score.
DISCUSSION

Because we have teased apart two related continua,
competitive-to-collaborative modes of gameplay and
individual-to-group oriented gaming practices, our analysis
creates space to think about group dynamics and the
influence of the games that are being played on that group
dynamic. Once we make the distinction between modes of
gameplay and practice, there begin to be resonances
between the way we are viewing the sociotechnical gaming
context and research in group cohesion.
The construct of cohesion in studies of groups emerged as a
way to help explain differences in group performance:
The theoretical and intuitive hypothesis has been that
[social and motivational forces between group members]
create a bond, or cohesion, among the members of the
group, and that the stronger the bond, the greater the
productivity of the group [1].

Researchers have not reached consensus about what kinds
of forces create cohesion among groups. However, a
number of different forces have been suggested, including
(among others) the following:
• An attraction to the other members of the group and/or a
perception that one has a reciprocal influence on the
group [12, 18]
• The similar personality characteristics or perceived “fit”
of other members of the group [10, 18]
• The prestige of the group [12]
• A “basic allegiance to the group” [18]
• An “attack from outside or a common ‘cause’” [10]
• The shared or interdependent activities of the group [10,
12]
Traditionally, researchers have examined group cohesion in
the context of work groups, therapeutic groups, living units,
such as university residence halls, and sports teams [3, 10].
More recently, research has examined group cohesion in
virtual teams [19]. Although most researchers agree that the
construct of cohesion is fundamentally important in studies
of groups, there is considerable disagreement about how it

should be defined and how it should be measured [1, 10,
18].
We did not measure cohesion within the gaming groups in
our study. Nevertheless, we suspect that the groups who
participated in our study were more than likely already
quite cohesive, evidenced by the fact that they chose to
gather together regularly to play console games. One of the
forces that has been suggested as an influence on cohesion
is shared activity and all gamers in our study participated
with their group in the shared activity of gaming. This
perspective on cohesion also seems to resonate with Nardi
& Harris’ claim that “a larger field of collaboration is
constituted by engaging in the game” [17].
But we would also speculate that some groups were more
cohesive than others and that cohesiveness within some
groups waxed and waned over the course of gameplay. For
example, a group in which one gamer enjoyed sending the
ball backward in Wii Sports may not have been engaged in
the same game as other group members and at that moment
and the group may have experienced a dip in group
cohesion. Groups who engaged in interdependent gameplay
such as in Rock Band or Lego Star Wars may have
experienced an increase in cohesion.
Within computer-supported cooperative work and humancomputer interaction, the construct of group cohesion has
also been employed as a motivation and goal for system
design. Researchers developing, for example, games across
media spaces [15], games within virtual worlds [9], mobile
computing and photoware [5], ambient intelligent
environments [26], tangible computing and ambient
displays [2], and semi-public displays [27], have all set out
to design technologies to foster cohesion within groups.
As with many other researchers in computer-supported
cooperative work, we believe that social relationships are
an important component of one’s well-being and identity
(see e.g., [23]). As such, we also believe that helping to
maintain and nurture existing social relationships are
important goals for design.
More than likely, game designers also wish to foster
cohesion within gaming groups, as doing so would help
ensure a continued audience for their work. But, as we have
shown, gameplay involves both group-oriented and
individual-oriented practices within gaming groups.
Understanding more clearly what elements of game design
influence cohesion among groups, whether games are
competitive, cooperative, or collaborative, would be a
compelling direction for future work.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented results from a study of
collocated group console gaming. We endeavored to
disentangle the discussion of gameplay practices from the
traditional classifications of game mechanics in order to
better understand the range of individual- and grouporiented gaming practices. In our analysis, we identified
four classes of practices that emphasized the gaming group

as a whole: constructing shared awareness, reinforcing
shared history, sharing in success and failure, and engaging
in interdependence and self-sacrifice. We also identified
two practices that emphasized the individual gamer: talking
trash and falling prey to the computer’s holding power. In
our data, we observed more group-oriented gaming
practices than individual-oriented gaming practices and
believe this may be at least partially due to our explicit
choice to study gaming groups, the self-selection bias of
groups that volunteered to participate in the study, or our
presence in the gaming environment during gameplay.
Nevertheless, we found that both group- and individualoriented gaming practices were present in competitive,
cooperative, and collaborative games, transcending the
classic modes of gameplay with which they would most
likely be associated. In fact, some of the most grouporiented practices we observed occurred in a group that was
playing a competitive game. And some of the most
individual-oriented practices we observed occurred in a
group that was playing a collaborative game.
We also identified two critical “pivot points” at which a
group orientation intersected with an individual orientation:
negotiating individual contributions to the group and
reviewing scores. These two pivot points suggest two key
foci at which game designers might carefully consider the
ways in which their decisions influence group dynamics
during gameplay. We found it quite interesting that these
two pivot points served as the bookends around what one
might generally consider the gameplay experience.
Negotiations about individual contributions to the group
most typically occurred during game setup and
configuration while displays of scores typically occurred
after the game had ended.
For each of the gaming practices that we identified, we
related the class of practices, where possible, to specific
elements of the game design, including game mechanics,
interaction design, and special effects design. These
observations pave the way for other researchers and game
designers to explore, more specifically, the causal
relationships between specific game design elements (or,
perhaps, combinations thereof) and the dynamics within
gaming groups.
Overall, this research points to the rich dynamics within
gaming groups and contributes initial insights about
relationships between console game design and group
interactions—that competitive games do not always equate
to individual-oriented practices, that collaborative games do
not always equate to group-oriented practices, and that the
dynamics within groups are not merely influenced by the
mechanics of the gameplay but by the design of the setup
and scoring, as well.
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